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1. Introduction - 

During the period November 2 - 11, 1964, an 

Induced Polarization (1.P.) survey was carried out by Sulmac 

Exploration Services Limited over part of tne claims owneti 

by Rolling Hills Copper Mines Ltd. 

The group of mineral claims is located a few 

miles to the west of Kamloope, British Columbia. The survey 

covered two small areas within this claim group, the picket 

lines over each area being cut and chained prior to the survey. 

The relative locations and orientations of the lines are shown 

on the maps accompanying this report. The :aasic coverage of 

the .survey consisted of readings at 100 foot intervals along 

the lines. A total of 9.3 miles of survey was carried out. 

2. zurvey and Instrument Data 

2.1 KJ.ectrode Arrays 

The data were obtained using the "three-electrode 

arxay*. This array consists of one current (Cl), two potential 
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electrodes (Pl and P2), and the second current electrode (C2) 

being fixed at ninfinity". 

The data were obtained usinq basic electrode 

spacinqs of 100 feet over area #1, Python shaft area, and 200 

feet over area #2, Buda shaft area. Additional information was 

obtained over area #l with electrode spacing of 200 feet. The 

basic station interval was 100 feet. 

2.2 I.P. Instrument -- 

The instrument used was of the pulse-type and is 

similar in design and operation to that described by R.W. Baldwin 

v in q A Decade of Development in Overvoltage Survey", A.I.M.E. 

Transactions, Vol. 214, 1959, Power for the unit is obtained 

from a Briqqs and Stratton 4 B.P. motor coupled to a 400 c.p.s. 

generator which provides a maximum of 1500 watts d.c. to the 

ground. The cycling rate is 1.5 seconds current on and 0.5 

seconds current off, the pulses reversing continuously in 

polarity. The data collected consists of measurement of the 

current (I) flowing through Cl and C2 and of the primary voltage 

(Vp) between Pl and P2 during the 'current on' period. Durinq 

the 'current off' period the overvoltaqe appearinq between Pl 

and P2 is measured. This gives a measurement of the polariza- 

tion (Vs) in milliseconds. The "apparent charqeability" in mcilli- 
w 

seconds is calculated by dividing the polarization (Vs) by the 
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primary voltage (Vp) . The "apparent resistivity" in ohm-meters 

is obtained by dividing the primary voltage Vp by the current I, 

and multiplying by a proportionality factor which depends on the 

geometry of the array used. 

2.3 Data 

The results of the survey ar,e shown as profiles. 

Thesa profiles have a horizontal scale of one inch to one hundred 

feet. The "apparent chargeability" is plotted at a vertical 

scale of 4.0 milliseconCis Per inch. The "a,pparent resistivity" 

is plotted to a vextical scale of 200 ohm-meters per inch. 

In addition to the profiles, contour maps of 

"apparent chargeability" and *apparent resistivity" for the 100 

foot electrode spacing over area #l are provided. The inter- 

pretation of area #l is shown on these maps, whilst that of area 

#Z is shown on the profiles. 

3. Interpretation 

3.1 Analysis of Data 

The interpretation of the suxvey data consists of 

a careful analysis of each individual profile. The re6istivity 

data obtained over the lines show no significant correlation 

with the I.P. anomalies. The variations in resistivity obtained 

may be ascribed to changes in the overburden thickness and in 
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the overburden and bedrock resistivities. The overburden 

appears to have resistivity varying between 40 and 300 ohm- 

meters, whereas the bedrock resistivity may be as high as 1000 

ohm-meters. 

The I.P. data indicates that the background 

values for the area are approximately 2 mil:Liseconds. Inter- 

pretation of the data, based on all availabLe information, is 

presented in the following paragraphs. 

3.2 Area #1 - Python Shaft Area 

A reconnaissance 1.E'. survey previously carried 

out over this area indicated the possible presence of mineralized 

zones, however insufficient work was carrieti! out to be conclusive. 

The purpose, therefore, of the present survey was to detail, if 

possible, any mineralized zones that may be located in the 

immediate vicinity of the Pytnon shaft. A snail line grid was, 

therefore‘ laid out for the survey. 

Initially a 200 foot electrode spacing was used, 

however this was decreased to 100 feet in order to give better 

resolution of the data. In addition, line ISE was also covered 

using an electrode spacing of 50 feet. Lines 0, 4E, and 20E 

were not run as these were covered by the previous survey. 
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The results obtained using tha 190 foot electrode 

spacing are %depicted .both in profile and contour form. As the 

best resolution was obtained from tha 100 foot electrode spacing, 

tile 209 foot spacing was abandoned after linla 26E in this survey. 

From the contoured results obtained from the 100 foot electrode 

spacing it appears that four zones of possib.le mineralization 

were located. The main zone, designated No. 1 on the accompany- 

ing map, is still open to the east, whilst the smallest zone, 

NO. 4, is open at its west end. zones 2 and 3 appear to be inter- 

sected by faults as shovn on the accompanyin; map. There is also 

a possibility of faulting to the east end of zone 1. 

Yne causative body in all cases appears to extend 

to bedrock surface, however detailed analysis of the anomalies 

cannot be carried out as insufficient data was obtained. It is 

possible that the zones are made up by a number of narrow parallel 

zones of concentrated mineralization. From results obtained in 

the area where the 200 foot spacing was used* there are indica- 

tions that the causative bodies extend to depth. 

Line 18 was surveyed using 50, 100, and 200 foot 

electrode spacings. Calculations carried out from these results 

show that the true chargeability is 17 milliseconds, indicatinq 

2-S% of sulphides by volume, and the depth to the body is 
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probably less than %O feet. The zone h.as a width of ap?roxi- 

mately 100 feet. Drilling has already confirmed the presence 

of sulphides near this line, It is expected that the other 

anomalous areas will be comparable with this. 

3.3 Area #2 - Buda Shaft Area 

Three reconnaissance lines, 0, lSN, and 3SN, 

togethar with two short lines, 4N and SN, in the vicinity of 

Suds shaft, were surveyed in this area. An electrode spacing 

of 200 feet was used with no detailing. General areas of 

interest were indicate,5 and are shown on t!le profiles. It is 

w thought that these areas of interest are he to mineralization, 

however more detailed work is necessary both in closer line 

spacing and electrode spacing in order to outline the zones and 

indicate possible %drill targets. Worn the readings obtained it 

is possible t?lat the zones may be similar to those indicated in 

the Python Shaft Area. 

3.4 General 

In conclusion, a number of trends and anomalies 

have been established by the survey of the two areas, however 

the individual bodies are difficult to asses8 due to the limited 

amount of survey work performed. The accompanying maps show 

possible trend patterns based on available information. Althouqh 
v 
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the trends appear fairly well established, their lateral extent 

and position is open to question due to the possibility of side 

effects. Thus, it must be remembered that the bodies indicated 

may or may not reach a specific line, and may become more or less 

significant in between the survey lines. 

4. Summary and Recommendations 

An Induced Polarization survey was carried out 

over part of the property owned by Rolling Hills Copper Mines 

Ltd. near Kamloopa, Rritish Columbia. A number of interesting 

anomalous zones were indicated that may contain sulphides. 

Area $1 indicated the presence of four interest- 

ing zones which are probably intersected by faults. Although 

insufficient detail work was carried out to form definite con- 

clusions, it is considered that disseminated sulphides of 

unknown quantities (probably l-5% by volume) are the cause of 

these anomalies. The width of the zones may be much narrower 

than indicated. The zones probably come to bedrock 8urface, 

and may be at a depth of less than 50 feet. More detailed I.P. 

work would be necessary before the zones can be completely 

assessed geophysically. 

However, further investigation by drilling is 

suggested to determine the nature of the causative bodies of 

the anomalous zones located in the survey of the Python shaft 
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area. In drilling it must be remembered thiit it is possible 

that the body may not reach the particular line on which the 

anomaly is observed. As the anomalies have not been outlined 

in detail by the present limited survey it is recommended that 

the zones be cross-sectioned by the drilling. It is further 

recommended that the programme check the fo:Llowing targetsx 

Zone 1 - Line 34E t@ investigate 8+OOS to ll+OOS 

Zone 2 - Line 18E ' " 13+oos to 15+oos 

Zone 3 - Line 22E et 10+5OS 

- Line 1SE at 9+5OS 

Zone 4 - Line GE at 12+5OS 

Further drilling should be based on the results 

obtained from the above mentioned programme. 

The survey in the Buda shaft area indicated the 

possibility of similar mineralized zones, however insufficient 

survey was carried out from which to draw definite conclusions. 

It is recommended that a more detailed 1.P. survey be conducted 

in this area in order to fully evaluate the potential of the 

ground before a drill programme is augmented in this area. 

It must be pointed out that the I.P. survey was 

carried out over a small part of the property. Thus it is 
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possible that the targets outlined to date xe not necessarily 

the best within the claim group. It is, therefore, recommended 

that the clain group be surveyed by the 1.P. mthod on a 

reconnaissance grid and followed up by deta5ling any interesting 

targets located prior to drilling. 

Respectfully submitted, 

November 24, 1964 



STATBHENT OF EXPENSES APPLIED AS ASSESSMWT UOgX 

KILLING EILLS COPPER KIM% LIIWIWJ (N.P.L. ) CLAIMS GgOuP, 1964* 

1. Paquin Gaophyslcal Survey (C.F. Mlllar repat dated January 15, 19651 

uages $ 1.B61.54 
Truck rental 466.00 
Soard and room 225.00 
Consultant’s fee 25S.OS 

Total coat $ 2.812.54 for 23.3 miles of line 

Cost per mile of line - $120.71 

2. Sulmac Geophysical Survey (E.B. Nicholls report dated November 25/64) 

Sulmac lwoices $ 3~775.27 
Surveyor’s fees 991.50 

Total cost $ 4.766.77 for 9.3 miles of line 

Cost per mile of line - $512.55 

u 3. Percussion Drilling - July to November 1964. 

i&p8 $ S,902.72 
Uachinery rentala 14.635.52 
Board 6 rwm, parts, misc. 3,700.oo 
Fuel and supplies 6.211.00 

Total coat $33.579.24 for 11,865 feet 

Cost per foot drilled - $2.03 

I hereby certify that the above flguree have been taken fmm the records 
of golling Hills Copper Mines Limited (N.P.L.) 

Accountant, 
Boiling Hilla Copper Mines Limited 

(N.P.L.) 












